Parallel programs may be represented as a set of interrelated sequential tasks. When multiprocessors are used to execute such programs, the parallel portion of the application can be speeded up by an appropriate allocation of processors to the tasks of the application. Given a parallel application de ned by a task precedence graph, the goal of task scheduling (or processor assignment) is thus the minimization of the makespan of the application. In a heterogeneous multiprocessor system, task scheduling consists in determining which tasks will be assigned to each processor, as well as the execution order of the tasks assigned to each processor. In this work, we apply the tabu search metaheuristic to the solution of the task scheduling problem on a heterogeneous multiprocessor environment under precedence constraints. The topology of the Mean Value Analysis solution package for product form queueing networks is used as the framework for performance evaluation. We show that tabu search obtains much better results, i.e. shorter completion times, improving from 20 to 30% the makespan obtained by the most appropriate algorithm previously published in the literature.
Introduction
Parallel application programs can be represented as a set of interrelated tasks which are sequential units 8, 33] . When multiprocessors are used to execute such programs, the parallel portion of the application can be speeded up according to the number of processors allocated to the application. In a homogeneous architecture, where all processors are identical, the sequential portion of the application will have to be executed in one of the processors, degrading considerably the execution time of the application 2]. Menasc e and Almeida 32] have proposed analytical models to improve the cost-e ectiveness of a multiprocessor with heterogeneous architecture, where a larger processor tightly coupled to smaller ones is responsible for executing the serial portion of the parallel application, leading to higher performance. Recently, researchers at CMU carried out an experiment connecting a Cray YMP/832 to a 32K node Connection Machine CM-2 through a fast HIPPI data path. They were able to obtain a speedup of 10 in a distributed solution to the assignment problem, running the serial portions of the algorithm on the Cray while the parallel ones on the CM- 2 45] .
In a homogeneous multiprocessor environment, one has to be able to determine the optimum number of processors to be allocated to an application (processor allocation), as well as which tasks are going to be assigned to each processor (processor assignment). In a heterogeneous setting, we not only have to determine how many, but also which processors should be allocated to an application, as well as which processors are going to be assigned to each task. Algorithms for processor assignment of parallel applications modeled by task precedence graphs in heterogeneous multiprocessor architectures have been proposed by Menasc e and Porto 34] . The so-called greedy algorithms start from a partial solution and search to extend it until a complete assignment is achieved. At each step, one task assignment is done and this decision cannot be changed in the remaining steps. On the contrary, local search algorithms are initialized by a complete assignment and search to improve it by analyzing neighbor solutions.
Given a parallel application de ned by a task precedence graph, task scheduling (or processor assignment) may be performed either statically (before execution) or dynamically (during execution). In the former case, there is no scheduling overhead to be considered during execution, but decisions are usually based on estimated values about the parallel application and the multiprocessor system. The work of each processor is de ned at the time of compilation. More accurate information is used in a dynamic scheduling scheme. Each processor does not know a priori which task it will execute: processors are assigned to tasks during the execution of the application. To avoid overhead due to the scheduling procedure, processor assignment should be done very fast by a simple algorithm, eventually deteriorating the quality of the solution thus obtained. Contrarily, in the case of static scheduling, although less information is available, more sophisticated algorithms may be used since the compiler will be in charge of the assignment. The compilation time will certainly be longer, but the cost of task management should be smaller, since each processor will be ready in advance. Dynamic processor assignment is justi ed when the processors allocated to an application are not known beforehand, or when the execution times cannot be accurately estimated at the time of compilation. If the task precedence graph which characterizes the parallel application can be accurately estimated a priori, then a static approach is more attractive. Moreover, increasing compilation times is entirely justi ed for large scienti c computation programs, where the execution times are much more relevant.
The scheduling problem involving the minimization of the maximum completion time on two uniform processors (Q2 jj C max in the notation of 30]) is already NP-hard 12, 13] . Approximate algorithms have been proposed for di erent versions of the problem studied in this work. The allocation problem in multiprogrammed homogeneous multiprocessors was studied by Sevcik 46] and Majumdar 31] . The issue is to determine how many processors should be allocated to the concurrent jobs (parallel applications). Each job is characterized through certain intrinsic parameters, namely serial fraction, average and maximum parallelism. The proposed heuristic allocation algorithms are based only on these parameters, which means that the internal structure of each job is not accurately known. The problem of scheduling independent tasks to homogeneous parallel processors was studied by Kruskal and Weiss 27] , with the goal of reducing the overall execution time. Adam et al. 1] also consider a homogeneous environment, but the parallel application is described by a precedence task graph. The scheduling problem considered by Hang et al. 26 ] is deterministic, non-preemptive and homogeneous. The system model, very similar to the one used by Porto and Menasc e 38], can be used to model several types of systems such as a fully connected, a local area network, or a hypercube. To accomodate the deterministic scheduling approach, it is further assumed that the communication subsystem is contention-free. The algorithm adopts a simple greedy strategy: the earliest schedulable task is scheduled rst. The starting time of each task is determined by several factors: when its preceding tasks are nished, how long the communication delays take, and where the task and its predecessors are allocated.
Automatic static parallelization schemes have been proposed e.g. in 37, 44, 49] . The approach of Sarkar and Hennessy 44] is appropriate to parallel programs described by task precedence graphs. Tasks are formed by the distribution of the iterations of parallel do-loops, or by the fusion of two parts of the sequential code in order to optimize data communication. Communication costs are taken into account explicitly and the method may then be used in distributed systems where the processors communicate by message passing, and not necessarily only in shared memory systems. A list algorithm is used for processor assignment. Polychronopoulos et al. 37] consider the parallelization of do-loops. The do-loop to be distributed is chosen among a set of nested do-loops. The choice criterion is an e ciency index associated with each do-loop. Tawbi 49] and Tawbi and Feautrier 50] consider shared memory architectures without interprocessor communication costs. Nested do-loops are automatically parallelized by a static approach. Simulated annealing and tabu search are compared for processor allocation. Again, a list algorithm is used for processor assignment. Implementation and computational results on the Encore Multimax machine are reported.
Similar to the scheduling problem, is the so-called mapping problem. The application is regarded as an undirected graph (the task interaction graph), where the nodes correspond to program tasks and their weights represent known or estimated computation costs. The edges indicate that the linked tasks interact during their lifetime, with edge weights re ecting the relative amounts of communication, without capturing any temporal execution dependencies. The parallel architecture is also seen as an undirected graph, with nodes representing processors and edge weights representing the cost of exchanging a unit message between them. A mapping aims at reducing the total interprocessor communication time and balancing the workload of the processors, thus attempting to nd an allocation that minimizes the overall completion time. Sadayappan et al. 42] consider the task-processor mapping problem in the context of a local-memory multicomputer with a hypercube interconnection topology. Two heuristic cluster-based mapping strategies are compared: a nearest-neighbor approach and a recursive-clustering scheme. A hybrid approach is proposed, combining the characteristics of the heuristics and the use of a explicit cost function, which the authors claim to be the most attractive approach for the mapping problem. The nearest-neighbor mapping scheme explicitly attempts load balancing among clusters, whereas low communication costs are achieved implicitly through the use of a heuristic. In contrast, the recursive-clustering approach explicitly attempts to minimize communication costs, while load balancing is achieved implicitly by the search strategy. Following the same approach, Ercal et al. 10] also propose a task allocation scheme. The two phases of the recursive-clustering algorithm described earlier are merged. The essential idea is to make partial processor assignments to the nodes of the task graph during the recursive bipartitioning steps. The algorithm is compared with simulated annealing. A massively parallel genetic algorithm to the mapping problem and an implementation on a recongurable transputer network are proposed by Muntean and Talbi 36] . The population is mapped on a connected processor graph, one individual per processor. There is a bijection between the individual set and the processor set. The selection is done locally in a neighborhood of each individual. Tao, Narahari, and Zhao 48] considered the mapping problem in a heterogeneous parallel architecture. Three algorithms are proposed, based on di erent neighborhood search approaches, namely simulated annealing, tabu search, and stochastic probe. A candidate list with two different types of moves is used. The implementation of tabu search is very rudimentary and does not make use of all tools available, such as aspiration criteria, intensi cation and diversi cation phases. Some few numerical experiences are mentioned without details, indicating only slightly better results for the stochastic probe algorithm, with improvements never larger than 4% when compared to the cost of the solutions obtained by rudimentary implementations of the other two approaches.
Scheduling in a heterogeneous architecture is considered by Davis and Ja e 9] and Horowitz and Sahni 25], but in these cases the tasks are independent. The task scheduling problem in a heterogeneous multiprocessor environment with applications represented by task precedence graphs was rst considered by Porto and Menasc e 34, 39]. A methodology for building heuristic static task scheduling algorithms was then proposed. Several algorithms were studied and compared based on simulation results. The focus of this work was on the processor assignment problem, assuming that processor allocation had already been determined. Communication demand between tasks and the costs due to interprocessor communication were not explicitly considered in that model. Recently, Porto and Menasc e 38] extended the original model based on the assumptions of a loosely coupled multiprocessor architecture with a message passing communication scheme, now explicitly considering interprocessor communication. New algorithms were built and compared based on performance results obtained through a Markov chain model 51] . No other heuristic algorithms for this particular problem seem to be available in the literature 5, 6, 35] .
In this work, we apply the tabu search metaheuristic to the static task scheduling problem in a heterogeneous multiprocessor environment under precedence constraints. The results obtained by tabu search are compared with those given by the most appropriate greedy algorithm in 34, 39] . We show that tabu search obtains better results, i.e. shorter completion times for parallel applications, using the schedule generated by such greedy algorithm as the initial solution to the search and systematically exploring a diversi ed solution set. The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we formulate more accurately the task scheduling problem on heterogeneous processors under precedence constraints. In Section 3, the tabu search metaheuristic is viewed generically, while in Section 4 we present the resulting tabu search algorithm for the scheduling problem addressed in this work. Computational results are presented in Section 5. We rst describe the performance evaluation framework, i.e., the general workload and system models, as well as the characteristics of the parallel applications used in the computational experiments and the criterion for comparing algorithm implementations and alternative solutions. The computational results show that tabu search obtains much better results, i.e. shorter completion times for parallel applications, improving from 20 to 30% the makespan obtained by the most appropriate algorithm previously published in the literature.
Problem Formulation
For the purpose of this paper, a heterogeneous parallel architecture is a set P = fp 1 ; : : :; p m g of interconnected processors. Each processor has an instruction set of q execution time equivalent classes. The instruction execution times of a given processor p j 2 P are represented by the vector j = ( 1j ; : : : ; qj ), where ij is the execution time of a type i instruction at processor p j .
A parallel application is a set of partially ordered tasks. Let T = ft 1 ; : : :; t n g be the set of tasks of and G ( ) the (acyclic directed) task precedence graph associated with its tasks 4, 8, 33, 46] . Each node of this graph represents one of the tasks of the application. Arcs of the graph link a task to each of its immediate successors in the execution sequence. Associated with each task t k we de ne a service demand vector ? k = ( 1k ; : : : ; qk ), where ik is the average number of instructions of type i executed by task t k 2 T. Notice that in a homogeneous architecture, the service demand of a task can be measured in time units by a single scalar. In the heterogeneous environment it is not possible to measure the service demand in time units anymore, since the processors have di erent speeds. In a heterogeneous architecture, the execution time of a task depends on the processor that executes it. Hence, the execution time of task t k 2 T at processor p j 2 P, denoted by (t k ; p j ), is given by ? k j . Thus, a parallel application with n tasks and a heterogeneous multiprocessor system with m processors can be represented by a task precedence graph G( ) and an n m matrix , with kj = (t k ; p j ) de ned as above.
The problem of processor scheduling may be viewed as a two step process, namely processor allocation and processor assignment 52]. Processor allocation in a heterogeneous setting deals with the determination of which processors are to be allocated to a job. Processor assignment, or task scheduling, deals with the assignment of the already allocated processors to the tasks of the job. We consider in this paper only the problem of task scheduling in heterogeneous environments. Given a solution s for the scheduling problem, a processor assignment function is de ned as the mapping A s : T ! P. A task t k 2 T is said to be assigned to processor p j 2 P in solution s if A s (t k ) = p j . The task scheduling problem can then be formulated as the search for an optimal mapping of the set of tasks onto that of the processors, in terms of the overall makespan of the parallel application, i.e., the completion time of the last task being executed. At the end of the scheduling process, each processor ends up with an ordered list of tasks that will run on it as soon as they become executable.
A feasible solution s is characterized by a full assignment of processors to tasks, i.e., for every task t k 2 T, A s (t k ) = p j for some p j 2 P. A task t k 2 T may be in one of the following states: non-executable, if at least one of its predecessor tasks is not executed; executable, if all its predecessor tasks are already executed but its own execution has not yet started; executing, if it is being executed (i.e., it is active); or executed, if it has already completed its execution in processor A s (t k ). A processor p j 2 P may be in one of the following states at a given time: free, if there is no active task allocated to it; or busy, if there is one active task allocated to it.
The maximum completion time (makespan) of a parallel application may be computed by an O(n 2 ) time labeling technique, using the precedence relations between tasks and average estimated execution times and service demand values given as characteristics of the application and system architecture. The procedure in Figure 1 describes the computation of the makespan of a parallel application. The clock variable measures the evolution of the execution. At the end of this procedure, c(s) = clock is the cost of the current solution, i.e., the makespan of the parallel application given the task scheduling associated with solution s. approach corresponds to the so-called hill-descending algorithms, in which a monotone sequence of improving solutions is examined, until a local optimum is found. Any hill-descending algorithm depends on two basic mechanisms: the initial solution heuristic and the neighbor search heuristic. The rst should be capable of building from scratch an initial solution s 0 . The neighbor search heuristic determines new neighbor solutions from a given current solution. In the most simple algorithm, it could be stated as a complete search for a neighbor solution with the lowest cost, without considering any criteria in the determination of which neighbor solutions would be e ectively evaluated. In the case of the task scheduling problem, as de ned in Section 2, the cost of a solution is given by its makespan, i.e., the overall execution time of the parallel application.
A move is an atomic change which transforms the current solution, s, into one of its neighbors, say s. Thus, movevalue = c( s) ?c(s) is the di erence between the value of the cost function after the move, c( s), and the value of the cost function before the move, c(s). With these de nitions, the description of a hill-descending algorithm in Figure 2 is straightforward. It is clear through the description of the basic hill-descending algorithm, that this method always stops in the rst local optimum. To avoid this drawback, several metaheuristics have been proposed in the literature, namely genetic algorithms, neural networks, simulated annealing, and tabu search 19]. They all have an essential common approach: the use of certain mechanisms which permit that the search for neighbor solutions take directions of increasing the cost of the current solution in a controlled way, as an attempt to escape from local optima. The current solution may not be the best solution so far encountered, which means that the best solution must be maintained separately throughout the execution of the algorithm. This class of techniques are called metaheuristics, because the process of nding a good solution (eventually the optimal one) consists of applying at each step a subordinate heuristic which has to be designed for each particular problem 14, 19, 24] .
Among them, tabu search is an adaptive procedure for solving combinatorial optimization problems, which guides a hill-descending heuristic to continue exploration without becoming confounded by an absence of improving moves, and without falling back into a local optimum from which it previously emerged 15, 16, 17, 24, 29] . Brie y, the tabu search metaheuristic may be described as follows. At every iteration, an admissible move is applied to the current solution, transforming it into its neighbor with the smallest cost. Contrarily to a hill-descending scheme, moves towards a new solution that increase the cost function are permitted. In that case, the reverse move should be prohibited along some iterations, in order to avoid cycling. These restrictions are based on the maintenance of a short term memory function which determines how long a tabu restriction will be enforced or, alternatively, which moves are admissible at each iteration. Figure 3 gives a procedural description of the basic tabu search metaheuristic. The tabu tenure nitertabu is an important feature of the tabu search algorithm, because it determines how restrictive is the neighborhood search. The performance of an algorithm using the tabu search metaheuristic is intimately dependent on the basic characterizing parameters, namely the time that the short memory function enforces a certain move to be tabu, and the maximum number of iterations, maxmoves, during which there may be no improvement in the best solution. If the size of the tabu list is too small, the probability of cycling increases. If it is too large, there is a possibility that all moves from the current solution are tabu and the algorithm may be trapped. Sometimes the solution at this point is to reinitialize the short memory function, which means to get rid of the complete tabu list and to start the algorithm again with no restrictions.
However, it should be pointed out that cycle avoidance is not an ultimate goal of the search process. In some instances, a good search path will result in revisiting a solution encountered 
Task Scheduling by Tabu Search
The basic tabu search metaheuristic is now specialized into a speci c algorithm for the task scheduling problem. This implies in turning the abstract concepts de ned in Section 3, such as initial solution, solution space, and neighborhood, among others, into more concrete and implementable de nitions.
As in Section 2, a solution s is here de ned as any full assignment of tasks to processors, i.e., each task t k 2 T is assigned to a certain processor p j 2 P through the allocation function A s (t k ) = p j .
After completion of the scheduling process, there will be an ordered list of tasks associated with each processor. We assume that the tasks are numbered from 1 to n in a topological order in the beginning of the scheduling procedure, such that if t i is a predecessor of t j , then t i < t j .
Initial Solution. The initial solution s 0 is obtained through a greedy heuristic algorithm 34, 39], called (DES+MFT). This algorithm executes a deterministic simulation of the execution of the parallel application, very similarly to the process of obtaining the makespan of the application described in Figure 1 . At each iteration, an executable task t k 2 T is selected to be scheduled, taking the precedence constraints into account. The processor p j 2 P which will be designated to execute this task is that which will presumably nish its execution rst. Algorithm (DES+MFT) is a slight variant of algorithm (DES+MFTPO) mentioned in 34], both presenting practically identical performance results. This heuristic bene ts from the heterogeneity since it is able to perform a look-ahead during the deterministic simulation and decide whether it is advantageous to wait for a fast processor to become available, even though there might be some free slower processors to which the task could be assigned. We notice that after the construction of the initial solution, the lists of tasks associated with each processor may be not sorted following the original topological order. This would be the case if, for instance, two independent tasks t a < t b (i.e., neither of them precedes the other), were scheduled in the initial solution to the same processor with the execution of t b preceding that of t a .
Neighborhood. A neighbor solution s 2 N(s) is obtained by taking a single task t i 2 T from the task list of processor A s (t i ) and transfering it to the task list of another processor p l 2 P, with A move has been characterized as the exchange of a task t i 2 T from the processor p source = A s (t i ) where it is currently scheduled to a certain position pos of the task list of a di erent processor p target 2 P. Transferring this same task to a di erent position in the task list of processor p target may generate a di erent execution order and, consequently, a di erent makespan. The number of neighbor solutions to be examined may be reduced by investigating only a few moves to some positions which most likely will lead to the best neighbor solution.
Consider a dynamic task enumeration scheme de ned as follows. For the current solution s, consider the task list of each processor. The positions of the tasks in these lists de ne the order in which they will be o ered to the scheduler, not necessarily the order in which they will be executed.
The order of execution may be obtained by the makespan computation algorithm scheduler given in Figure 1 . Renumber all tasks in a topological order according to the task precedence graph in such a way that if two tasks run on the same processor, the rst one to be executed receives a smaller identi cation. If a new task t i 2 T is transferred to processor p target , it is more likely that it should be placed in the task list of this processor (i.e., o ered to the scheduler algorithm) after the last predecessor task and before the rst successor task of t i which are assigned to this same processor. Other positions in the task list of processor p target are unlikely to be appropriate, since the task list could not be processed in its natural order. One possible candidate list strategy would consider then all these positions in the task list of processor p target as possible moves for task t i . In a more restrictive scheme implemented in this work, only one move is investigated, corresponding to placing t i in between the only two consecutive tasks t a and t b assigned to p target with current identi cations satisfying t a < t i < t b .
Tabu list. A chief mechanism for exploiting memory in tabu search is to classify a subset of the moves in a neighborhood as forbidden (tabu). The classi cation depends on the history of the search, particularly manisfested in the recency or frequency that certain move or solution components, called attributes, have participated in generating past solutions. Some choices of attributes may be better than others 18].
An attribute is de ned to be tabu-active when its associated reverse (or duplicate) attribute has ocurred within a stipulated interval of recency or frequency in past moves. An attribute that is not tabu-active is said to be tabu-inactive. The condition of being tabu-active or tabu-inactive is called tabu status of an attribute 18]. A tabu attribute does not necessarily correspond to a tabu move. A move may contain tabu-active attributes, but still may not be tabu if these attributes are not su cient to activate a tabu restriction. A move can be determined to be tabu by a restriction de ned over any set of conditions on its attributes, provided these attributes are currently tabu-active.
The short memory function is represented by a nite list of tabu moves. If the best move (p source = A s (t k ); t k ; p target = p j ) from the current solution deteriorates the cost function, the reverse move (p target ; t k ; p source ) should be prohibited along some iterations. The attribute which must be made tabu-active is de ned as the pair (t k ; p source ), thus prohibiting task t k to be scheduled again to processor p source during a certain number of iterations. An n m matrix tabu could be used to implement this short term memory. This matrix is initialized with zeroes. Whenever a move (t k ; p source ) is made tabu, we set tabu(t k ; p source ) to the current iteration counter plus the number of iterations nitertabu along which the move will be non-admissible, i.e., considered as a tabu move. Matrix tabu may then be used to keep track of the tabu status of every move.
Extended Tabu Lists. As discussed in the previous paragraph, the tabu attribute (PA) which is made active at each non-improving iteration has been de ned until now as the pair (t k ; p source ) (task t k is prohibited to be scheduled again to processor p source during a certain tabu tenure).
In some situations, it may be desirable to increase the number of available moves that receive a tabu classi cation. This may be achieved either by increasing the tabu tenure or by changing the tabu restriction 18]. Several other applications of tabu search (see e.g. 21, 28] ) have shown that frequently it may be interesting to turn tabu-active certain attributes that not only avoid the reversal move towards the original solution, but also avoid a great variety of other moves towards other solutions which resemble the original one.
Using this approach, we may de ne other more restrictive tabu attributes following a move (p source = A s (t k ); t k ; p target = p j ), such as: (i) prohibiting task t k from leaving processor p target (T); (ii) prohibiting any task from leaving processor p target (PT); (iii) prohibiting any task to be scheduled to processor p source (PS); and (iv) both constraints (ii) and (iii) are enforced (PTPS).
Aspiration criteria. Tabu conditions based on the activation of some move attributes may be too restrictive and result in forbidding a whole set of unvisited solutions which might be attractive. Tabu restrictions should not be inviolable under all circumstances. Aspiration criteria are introduced in the basic tabu search algorithm to identify tabu restrictions which may be override, thus removing the tabu status otherwise applied to a move 18]. A type of aspiration criterion consists in removing the tabu classi cation from a trial move when it leads to a solution better than that which was in the origin of the move which activated the corresponding tabu attribute.
A detailed description of the tabu-schedule algorithm is given in Figure 4 . At each iteration the algorithm calls the procedure obtain-best-move described in Figure 5 , which computes the best admissible move (t k ; p j ) from the current solution and handles the short term memory function. This section presents the computational results obtained by applying the tabu search algorithm to the scheduling problem in di erent situations. We rst describe the basic framework for the workload and the multiprocessor system models, as well as the characteristics of the parallel applications used in the computational experiments and the criterion for comparing algorithm implementations and alternative solutions. The results of the tuning process for the tabu parameters are also presented. This process determines a certain tabu con guration pattern, which fully de nes the tabu algorithm. Next, we present computational experiments for the evaluation of the tabu-schedule algorithm under several workloads and system con gurations.
procedure obtain-best-move ( Figure 5 : Procedure obtain-best-move
Performance Evaluation Framework
We now describe the framework for evaluating the performance of the tabu search metaheuristic for the scheduling problem. This framework consists of some simplifying assumptions for the general workload and system models, as well as the characteristics of the parallel applications considered in the computational experiments. A deterministic model is used. In a deterministic model, the precedence relations between the tasks and the execution time needed by each task are xed and known before a schedule (i.e., an assignment of tasks to processors) is devised. Although deterministic models are unrealistic, since they ignore e.g. variances in execution times of tasks due to interrupts and contention for shared memory, they make possible the static assignment of tasks to processors 40]. Any processor is able to execute any task, i.e., they all have the same instruction set. There is only one heterogeneous or serial processor in P, which has the highest processing capacity. The remaining m ? 1 processors are called homogeneous or parallel processors.
The processors are considered to be uniform, which means that the ratio between the execution time of any two tasks in any two processors is constant:
(t i ;p k ) (t i ;p l ) = (t j ;p k ) (t j ;p l ) ; 8k;l 2 f1;:::;mg; 8i;j 2 f1;:::;ng. With this assumption it is possible to consider that the instruction set has only one type of instruction.
Given
The heterogeneity of the application is measured by the intrinsic serial fraction of the application, F s , which is obtained through the procedure proposed in 46].
As described in Section 2, a parallel application may be seen as a set of tasks, characterized by their service demands and precedence relationships. We consider one unique topology for the precedence graph 55], typical of the Mean Value Analysis (MVA) solution package for product form queueing networks containing two classes of N customers each 41]. Figure 6 depicts an example of a n = 25 task graph associated with the MVA algorithm for N = 4. This dynamic programming scheme represents several computations quali ed as wave front, because the topology is characterized by a regular mesh divided in two distinct phases. The rst phase of the computations shows a slowly increasing parallelism, which slowly decreases during the second one. According to Zahorjan 54] , the tasks at the border of the graph have half the size of the tasks in the inner part of the graph, since the latter have two parents and the former only one. The task precedence graph for a typical application of the MVA algorithm is shown in Figure 6 . The dark nodes de ne the vertical central axis of the graph. The horizontal central axis is the middle horizontal axis, with the largest number of tasks. The number of tasks in the horizontal central axis equals N +1, where N is the number of customers in each class. For this same topology pattern we de ne di erent precedence graphs (i.e., di erent applications) by varying the size of the graph or the number of tasks, which is equal to the square of the number of tasks in the horizontal central axis.
For the same task precedence graph, di erent parallel applications may be obtained by changing the service demands of the tasks. Each parallel application has a di erent serial fraction, which depends on both its topology and the service demands of its tasks.
The main goal of the scheduling algorithm is to minimize the overall execution time of the parallel application. We recall that c(s ) and c(s 0 ) represent, respectively, the makespan of the solution obtained by the tabu search approach and that of the initial solution given by algorithm (DES+MFT). Then, the most useful measure for the evaluation of the tabu search algorithm is the relative reduction provided by the tabu search algorithm with respect to the initial solution, i.e., the makespan relative reduction = (c(s 0 )?c(s ))=c(s 0 ). The performance of the tabu search scheduling algorithm will thus be evaluated through the makespan reductions obtained for di erent values of the application and system parameters: the number n of tasks, the serial fraction F s , the number of processors m, and the processor power ratio PPR.
Tabu Parameters and Algorithm Robustness
The tabu-schedule algorithm for the task scheduling problem strongly depends on two numerical parameters, namely the tabu tenure nitertabu and the maximum number maxmoves of iterations without improvement. Its behavior also depends on the strategy implemented for the type and restrictiveness of the tabu list, as well as on the candidate set and aspiration criteria strategies.
Let a certain tabu con guration pattern be the set of tabu parameters and implementation strategies fully determined. Several tests were made in order to obtain the best tabu con guration pattern, which would provide the best performance for the tabu-schedule algorithm. This study was performed based on an application with the MVA topology, with the number of tasks in the horizontal axis ranging from 4 to 20 (accordingly, the number of tasks ranges from 16 to 400).
We have observed that the tabu search algorithm is quite robust. The quality of the solutions obtained does not seem to be much a ected by di erent choices of parameter values and implementation strategies. The main reason for this behavior seems to be the e ciency of the candidate list strategy, which for every tabu con guration pattern discards most of the admissible moves and keeps only those leading to good solutions. Also, the characteristics of the system architecture (i.e., only one heterogeneous processor) and of the structure of the service demand (i.e., the task execution times) are such that many solutions have the same makespan and, consequently, many ties may be arbitrarily broken during the search without loosing the path to a good solution. As a result of this study, we have chosen to implement the tabu-schedule algorithm using the basic tabu list of type PA, nitertabu = 20 and maxmoves = 100. The candidate set and aspiration criterion strategies are those described in Section 4. This is the tabu con guration pattern used in the computational experiments reported below.
Computational Experiments
We present in this section the numerical results obtained with the application of the tabu search metaheuristic in the solution of the task scheduling problem under precedence constraints. We investigate the behavior of the tabu-schedule algorithm with the variation of the following parameters characterizing either the application or the architecture: the number of tasks in the graph, the serial fraction, the processor power ratio, and the number of processors. Bar graphs are used to illustrate this behavior, plotting the relative reduction in the makespan (i.e. ) of the best solution found with respect to the makespan of the initial solution given by the (DES+MFT) algorithm, against each of the parameters above.
Number of Tasks
As described in section 5.1, the number n of tasks in the MVA application is equal to the square of the number n h of tasks in the horizontal axis, i.e., n = n 2 h . We have taken nine di erent graph sizes ranging from 16 to 400, corresponding to taking n h equal to 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18 , and 20. The service demand (size) of each task follows the standard characteristic of the MVA topology 54], i.e., the service demand of the tasks at the border of the graph is 1, while that of the inner tasks is 2. The processor power ratio was xed at 5, while the number m of processors was made equal to one half of the number of tasks in the horizontal axis, i.e. m = n h =2. The characteristics of the nine test applications are given in Table 1 Figure 7 depicts the behavior of the makespan relative reduction obtained through the use of the tabu-schedule algorithm, with respect to the variation of the number n h of tasks in the horizontal axis of the application. Signi cative makespan relative reductions ranging from 20 to 30% with respect to the (DES+MFT) algorithm 34, 39] may be observed. We may see that the relative reduction in the makespan seems to diminish only for very large task graphs. However, this behavior seems to be more a result of the characteristics of the test applications, as it will be described in section 5.4.
Serial Fraction
For the investigation of the behavior of the algorithm as a function of the serial fraction, we considered an MVA topology with n h = 10 tasks in the horizontal central axis. Increasing values of the serial fraction were obtained by (i) taking the application test P-04 in the previous section with standard service demand (i.e., the tasks at the border of the graph have service demand equal to 1 and the inner tasks equal to 2) as a basic reference, and (ii) progressively increasing the service demands of the tasks in the vertical central axis. Keeping both the processor power ratio and the number of processors equal to 5, we considered the nine applications described in 
Processor Power Ratio
The behavior of the scheduling algorithm is a ected not only by the characteristics of the application, but also by those of the architecture. The system heterogeneity is characterized by the processor power ratio. Again, we have taken the basic application P-04 with n = 100 tasks and serial fraction 0.139 for the generation of additional problems, each of which with m = 5 processors and with the processor power ratio ranging from 2 to 30. The makespan relative reductions obtained are plotted against the processor power ratio in Figure 9 .
Number of Processors
Finally, we investigated the behavior of the tabu search algorithm proposed in this paper with the variation of the number of processors. The same application P-04 was used as the basis for the evaluation. We take the processor power ratio equal to 5. The behavior of the makespan relative reduction with the variation of the number of processors from 2 to 10 is shown in Figure 10 . The results in this gure show that makespan relative reductions ranging from 20 to 25%, i.e., of the same order of those reported in the previous sections, are again obtained by the tabu search metaheuristic.
Evaluation of the Relative Reduction in the Makespan
We say that an application is serialized by a processor assignment algorithm when all of its tasks are scheduled to one unique processor. When the serial fraction and/or the processor power ratio are very high, the best solution is usually obtained through the serialization of the application over the heterogenous processor, which has greater processing capacity. This seems to be clear if we imagine two extreme cases: F s = 1 or PPR ?! 1. In the rst case, we face a totally serial application, and obviously it must be executed on a single processor, which will necessarily be the heterogeneous one. In the latter case, the heterogeneous processor is able to execute any task in an in nitesimal time, consequently serialization determines again the best performance.
Serialization is responsible for the shape of the curves describing the variation of the makespan relative reduction with both the serial fraction and the processor power ratio. This e ect can be explained as follows. For very high serial fraction values or very high processor power ratio values, both the initial solution algorithm (DES+MFT) and the tabu search method tend to overload the heterogeneous processor through serialization, which in turn determines a low makespan relative reduction. By the same token, only for very small serial fractions and/or processor power ratios (DES+MFT) is able to make use of the parallelism o ered by the application. Thus, also for low values of these parameters the initial solution resembles the one found by the tabu search and the makespan relative reduction is small. In the middle range of the F s and PPR values, tabu search demonstrates a much better ability in distributing tasks across the processors, bene ting from the existing parallelism and system heterogeneity, and attaining very signi cant makespan relative reduction with respect to the (DES+MFT) algorithm.
As we may see from Table 1 , the pattern of service demand of the test applications leads to decreasing serial fractions when the size of the task graph increases. Thus, according to the serialization phenomenon, for large task graph sizes both (DES+MFT) and tabu search will assign a very large number of tasks to the fastest processor, reducing the makespan relative reduction.
The e ect of increasing the number of processors is the reduction in system resource contention. A very low resource contention demands very accurate resource management from the scheduling algorithm, so that the heterogenous processor does not become subutilized, reducing the bene t provided by heterogeneity. There is always a twofold commitment: pro ting from system paral- lelism, which means spreading tasks over all processors; and pro ting from system heterogeneity, which means to concentrate tasks on the heterogeneous processor. Thus, for very high resource contention (i.e., a small number of processors), the initial solution and the nal solution found by tabu search achieve similar performance. In this case, the available parallelism is small and the number of possibilities for rescheduling is still incipient. With very low resource contention (i.e, a large number of processors), the makespan relative reduction is reduced and stabilizes thereof. Neither algorithm is able to make use of extra processors, because the application has attained its maximum parallelism, beyond which there is no bene t in providing more processors.
Concluding Remarks
We have provided a new algorithm based on the tabu search metaheuristic for the task assignment problem on multiprocessor heterogeneous systems under precedence constraints. The topology of the Mean Value Analysis solution package for product form queueing networks was used as the framework for performance evaluation. We have shown that the tabu search algorithm obtains much better results, i.e. shorter completion times for parallel applications, improving from 20 to 30% the makespan obtained by the most appropriate algorithm previously published in the literature.
The quality of the solutions obtained by the tabu search algorithm does not seem to be much a ected by di erent choices of parameter values and implementation strategies. The robustness of the algorithm seems to be due mainly to the e ciency of the candidate list strategy, which for every tabu con guration pattern discards most of the admissible moves and keeps only those leading to good solutions.
Further extensions of this work consist in the application of the tabu search algorithm to other parallel programs with di erent topologies for the task precedence graph, as well as in its application to task scheduling on message-passing architectures where interprocessor communication times are relevant.
